About RollEase
From clutches to headrails, motors to fabric, RollEase has you covered. As your trusted partner in window covering products,
RollEase is pleased to offer the Almedahls fabric line and extend one more reason to make RollEase the source for all of your
window covering needs.
Founded in 1980, RollEase is the essential source of innovative and high-quality products and services for the window covering
industry worldwide. RollEase works directly with OEMs, fabricators, workrooms, contractors, designers, architects, and retailers
to effectively meet the needs of all market segments.
When you specify or use RollEase operating systems, you provide your customers with products that work right the first time and
every time.

The Competitive Edge
• Over 25 registered patents and others pending
• Award-winning products internationally recognized for design innovation
• A research and development team devoted to designing premium operating systems
• Multiple warehousing facilities strategically located for cost-effective fulfillment

The Product Offering
• Proprietary Clutches		

• Fascia & Cassette Systems		

• Safety Components

• Headrails			

• Roman Shade				

• Motorization

• Specialty Products		

• Control Devices			

• Fabrics
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the
difference
between

roller shade fabrics
Sometimes the difference is obvious. Sometimes it can be found in the intervening
space between the lines. Between light and dark, warmth and cold. Between
sunlight and shade, the open and the closed. Between indoors and outdoors, the
secure and the insecure. Almedahls makes the difference.
Competence in design combined with innovation in manufacturing, Almedahls
offers a large range of Euro-styled daylight control solutions. Developed in
Scandinavia, this collection features fabrics for roller shades, pleated shades and
vertical blinds. Applications include everything from high-end bedrooms to public
spaces where creativity may be unleashed.
RollEase® is proud to be the exclusive distributor of the Almedahls product line for
North America and for bringing such innovative and distinctive fabric from Europe
to our customers.

innovative

When textile design is at its best it makes a difference. This has been the goal
since 1846 with the Almedahls product line. These unique and user-friendly designs
will instantly transform a room from plain to fantastic. New products and collections
are constantly being developed today to create the classics of tomorrow.

timeless

Offering updated classics with new vibrant colors, Almedahls offers a rich living
narrative tradition, embracing decades. Inspired by ceramic spice jars, and
originally printed on tea towels, patterns from the 1950s have been reinvented.
Bringing those retro patterns back to life in a new way, Almedahls designers have
an urge to experiment and develop, infusing fabrics with exciting combinations of
pattern and color.

environmental
The Almedahls collection is beautiful as well as environmentally friendly.
Almedahls fabrics aim for environmental responsibility by controlling raw
materials and chemical components during the production process. Fabrics 		
are produced without chemicals using APEO or azo-dyestuffs. Hydrogen
peroxide, instead of chlorine, is used in the bleaching process. As minimizing
energy consumption and recycling water are ways of protecting our planet,
Almedahls is committed to giving priority to suppliers that live up to demands
for environmental consciousness.

The Almedahls Roller Shade Collection offers a wide range of roller shade fabrics to
control sunlight and accentuate interior design. The Roller Shade Collection offers fabric
styles that range from transparent, translucent, dim-out, black-out, textures, metallics,
burn-outs and prints in varying compositions. There are hundreds of designs and
variations to choose from in the following styles:

uni

panels

Many of the roller shade fabrics can be used to create panel track fabrics.
In addition to being a creative window covering, panels can be a versatile
way to separate rooms or add privacy screening.

pleated

Almedahls offers a diverse selection of solid colored fabrics that are
referred to as “Uni”, in a vast array of colors in varying degrees of 		
opacity. This wide offering also includes colors to match any interior.

The Almedahls pleated collection is characterized by the experimental, the
innovative and, of course, quality. New features include burn-out, false uni,
puff prints, and textured fabrics with a 3D feel. The fabrics are 100% polyester
or a 73/27% cotton/poly blend. Polyurethane is used in the coating to
achieve good pleat stability.

texture

verticals

prints & patterns

Almedahls Uni, Textured and Printed vertical fabrics are available in three
widths, including an extra wide 9.84“ (250mm) size.

A large selection of textured fabrics are perhaps the cornerstone of the
Almedahls fabric collection. Textured fabrics can create beautiful and 		
interesting dimensions on interior window coverings. This unique
collection offers textures ranging from sheers, woven linens, puff prints 		
and metallics.

Metallic, black-outs and burn-outs focus on the high-end look for vertical
blinds. Some fabrics are flame retardant, while others are reversible,
with different colors on either side. Metallic fabrics range from pearly
white to platinum, gold and silver - some with a unique dotted or
arrowhead dye-cut pattern.

Almedahls also offers an extensive collection of unique, interesting, and
classic prints and patterns. Pulling influences from different eras, 		
regions, and genres – the print collection offers designs to suit any 		
interior style.

fire retardant

The fire retardant collection is produced with a concern for the
environment and without bromine or halogenated substances. This
collection includes textures, plains, prints, and patterns, suitable for both
roller blinds and panels. With a perfect combination of form, function, and
aesthetics, these fabrics are ideal for any commercial application.

eco

The ECO collection has fabric from organic cotton grown in the United States,
two fabrics made from 100% recycled polyester and another from PLA - made
of naturally biodegradable corn, one of the first greenhouse-gas neutral
polymers in the world.
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